Three-dimensional structure of the regular surface layer (HPI layer) of Deinococcus radiodurans.
The low-resolution structure of the regular surface layer of Deinococcus radiodurans has been determined from negatively stained specimens by three-dimensional electron microscopy. The layer has P6 symmetry, a lattice constant of 18 nm and a thickness of 6.5 nm. Three-dimensional reconstruction was performed by a hybrid real space/Fourier space approach that incorporates partial compensation of lattice distortions: The model obtained is discussed in the light of independent information about the surface structure of this layer, derived from metal shadowing and surface relief reconstruction. While agreement is quite satisfactory for the apparently more rigid inner surface, the outer surface shows severe flattening effects. The structure of the HPI layer is compared with other bacterial surface layers using a classification scheme that is outlined in the Appendix.